a test set from the point of view of testing the full func-and they are generally quite inefficient compared to hardtionality of the algorithm itself in all its modes of opera-ware versions. The standard encryption algorithm operates tion and at the well defined subsystem interfaces, such as on 64 bits of plaintext to produce 64 bits of ciphertext input, key and output. A validation test set, developed in under the action of a 56-bit keying parameter. With the ex-1977 [4], has been used in validating the design of many ception of initial and final permutations, which are vendors' implementations [3]. While this test set could be designated by IP and its inverse, the algorithm is a series used for maintenance, a criterion for a maintenance test set connection of 16 rounds. Each round uses 48 bits of the is that the amount of data stored be minimized to facilitate key in a sequence determined by a key schedule. With the integration of the maintenance test set into commercial exception of this difference in the round keys, the 16 products. It is also desirable to minimize the total number rounds are identical to one another. Each round receives of encipherments and decipherments during the test to an input of 64 bits; the 32-bit right half is expanded by the make the test more practical in an on-line environment in linear operator E to 48 bits and the result is mod-2 added intervals between transmissions. These requirements lead to the round key; the 48-bit sum is divided into eight 6-bit to a new design for the maintenance test set.
DES (Data Encryption Standard): the National stancryption devices in the field. Each of these test sets is universal in the sense dard algorithm for the protection of stored or transmitted that the tests are independent of any particular hardware implementation data by encryption of the algorithm, but depend only on the abstract definition of the en-E: the expansion operator of the DES cryption function itself.
* encipher or encrypt: to convert plaintext to ciphertext * IP: the initial permutation of the DES * key or keytext: a user-supplied secret parameter to 1. INTRODUCTION the DES * key schedule: a function of the DES that constructs Normally the testing of hardware is based on examin-internal keys from a user-supplied key ing the device in question for stuck faults within the device; * P: the permutation operator of the DES if the device is very complex, then some technique such as * PCI, PC2: operators involved in the DES key signature analysis can be used instead, with the aim of ran-schedule domly accessing as many areas in the device where stuck-* S-box: nonlinear parameters built into the DES as faults can occur as possible. These methods generally de-eight 4 x 16 arrays pend on the explicit implementation of the device, and a different implementation from a different manufacturer 3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION requires a different test.
The standard encryption algorithm has been imThe Federal Information Processing Data Encryption plemented by many vendors using as many different Standard [1] is a complex nonlinear ciphering algorithm techniques as there are vendors. To be most useful a test that was designed with a view to efficient hardware imset should apply to all devices without regard to implemen-plementation. Although there have been software imtation. One therefore approaches the problem of designing plementations, they do not comply with the standard [1] a test set from the point of view of testing the full func-and they are generally quite inefficient compared to hardtionality of the algorithm itself in all its modes of opera-ware versions. The standard encryption algorithm operates tion and at the well defined subsystem interfaces, such as on 64 bits of plaintext to produce 64 bits of ciphertext input, key and output. A validation test set, developed in under the action of a 56-bit keying parameter. With the ex-1977 [4] , has been used in validating the design of many ception of initial and final permutations, which are vendors' implementations [3] . While this test set could be designated by IP and its inverse, the algorithm is a series used for maintenance, a criterion for a maintenance test set connection of 16 rounds. Each round uses 48 bits of the is that the amount of data stored be minimized to facilitate key in a sequence determined by a key schedule. With the integration of the maintenance test set into commercial exception of this difference in the round keys, the 16 products. It is also desirable to minimize the total number rounds are identical to one another. Each round receives of encipherments and decipherments during the test to an input of 64 bits; the 32-bit right half is expanded by the make the test more practical in an on-line environment in linear operator E to 48 bits and the result is mod-2 added intervals between transmissions. These requirements lead to the round key; the 48-bit sum is divided into eight 6- The test set that we have designed replicates the funcare chosen to present basis vectors to each of the linear tionality of both the validation test set and the Monteoperators in the algorithm and to exercise every element in Carlo test procedure used to validate implementations of the nonlinear S-boxes.
the standard encryption algorithm [3, 4] . In fact, by taking Nineteen encryptions and comparisons are used to fully advantage of the pseudo-random nature of the outputs, we exercise the nonlinear substitution tables or S-boxes. The are able to describe a smaller, more efficient test that is as key schedule is exercised by presenting 56 basis vectors for adequate as the test previously described [4] . The test set both encryption and decryption, an additional 112 tests. depends only on the description of the functionality of the The initial and final permutations are tested by presenting algorithm and not on any particular implementation. The to each permutation 64 basis vectors, for 128 more tests test can be performed with a short program whose data during which the expansion operator E is automatically consist of an initial plaintext, an initial key and a final verified. The permutation P is verified by performing 32 ciphertext. The test program creates a cycling process that more encryptions. Thus, a total of 235 encryptions and 56 tests the complete functionality of the algorithm as well as decryptions are used in the test set.
testing for stuck faults at the input and output interfaces. Since the test set is known to all, an additional series of The device is known to be performing correctly if the tests is performed using pseudo-random data to verify that observed final ciphertext matches the anticipated result. the device has not been designed just to pass the test set. In The cycling process consists of 192 encipherments and addition a successful series of Monte-Carlo tests give some decipherments intermixed in such a way as to test all assurance that an anomalous combination of inputs does aspects of the algorithm simultaneously. The test program not exist that would cause the device to hang or otherwise does not consume any appreciable amount of time; hence malfunction for reasons not directly due to implementing the test can be used on-line to examine the functionality of the algorithm.
a device in-service, as well as for other testing purposes. The pseudo-random inputs required for the test are
The efficacy of the testing procedure depends largely produced by the device itself, used as a pseudo-random on the effectiveness of the algorithm as a pseudo-random number generator. The algorithm is a statistically good number generator. If pseudo-random binary input vectors pseudo-random number generator [2] , and the likelihood are presented to a linear algorithm with n inputs, then we of cycling is very low during observable time periods. The can show that the s-expectation value of the number of tests required to completely test the algorithm is linear in tested independently by presenting a basis vector to be the value of n. The maintenance test set is a complete test operated on. The maintenance test set performs an of the functionality of the algorithm, as well as a test for equivalent test by relying on the pseudo-random nature of all stuck-faults that can be tested conveniently. The the algorithm to present a basis vector to each linear eleverification of this statement requires the examination of ment, thereby insuring that they are completely tested, the inputs to each of the linear elements of the algorithm to while simultaneously testing the nonlinear S-boxes. The ensure that a linearly independent set was presented to test is set up in such a way that all aspects of the algorithm each, thus ensuring that all matrix entries were fully exer-are tested synchronously, so the tester loses the knowledge cised. The validation test set actually presents unit basis that the validation test gives of the location of a failure, vectors to these linear elements, but the maintenance test but this is not a critical omission since the algorithm is set presents random inputs, so the actual inputs must be typically implemented as a single chip, which would simply checked for any linearly independent set of the proper be replaced in event of failure. dimension. A variant of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonaliza-
We have described in [5] a variety of strategies for tion process was used to do this. An application of this maintenance testing of these devices in the field, ranging method shows that the first 32 vectors applied to P were from testing for stuck-faults in the output to a full test of linearly independent, thus testing P completely; this cor-algorithm functionality. The test set is economical and efresponds to just two encipherments, or one cycle of the ficient and can be executed from a small ROM program program. Similarly, the first 34 vectors applied to E con-onboard with the device. Recommended testing entained a maximal linearly independent set (the 17-th and vironments include: 33-rd vectors depended on the others); again the first cycle 1 Manufacturers' assembly-line checkout. Users of these devices might use any of the test schedule for both encipherment and decipherment; and strategies described in [5] , depending on their evaluation of 192 encipherments are required to test the initial permuta-which test is most convenient and meaningful in the given tion IP because the plaintext remains fixed for three en-operational environment; however the complete funccipherments in sequence. It is this last requirement for tionality test encompasses all the other tests and is hence testing the initial permutation that fixes the value of the the best test to use whenever practicable. Field reliability of number of encipherments or decipherments for a full func-encryption devices is highly important if data are not to be tional test at 192. lost or exposed to unauthorized access. The maintenance test sets ensure field reliability at different levels ranging 6. CIPHER-FEEDBACK TESTING down from full functionality to a test for stuck-faults in cipher-feedback that prevents transmission of plaintext. It One of the modes of operation of the standard encryp-is left to the user to decide the degree of field reliability tion algorithm is cipher feedback, where the output of the that he requires and how much he is willing to pay in device is added mod-2 to the plaintext to produce reduced throughput. ciphertext (which is then fed back as new input to the encryption device). If the output is subject to stuck-faults, 8. EXPERIENCE WITH THE VALIDATION TEST either at one or at zero, then some plaintext bits are essentially being transmitted in the clear. It is therefore desirable This section describes NBS experience with the validathat the maintenance test set test for stuck-faults, tion tests. To date 12 companies are manufacturing DES preferably throughout the algorithm at convenient points, hardware implementations that have been first validated but especially at the output.
by NBS. These range from single chip to multi-board imSeven encipherments (or decipherments) suffice to plementations; some operate at speeds so low that they are carry out this limited test; hence the test is sufficiently suitable only for low speed asynchronous terminal lines small that it is practical to execute it on-line in between and some are sufficiently fast to support high speed syntransmissions. See [5] 
